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Remain Connected, Reduce Risk,
and Retain Drivers
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Fleets’ distracted driving issues are not unique to the industry, as studies show technology addiction
is incredibly prevalent. To solve distracted driving, fleets must address this underlying addiction by
preventing the dangerous behavior and providing positive rewards for improvement.
As fleet managers, you understand the high costs and dangers associated with distracted driving for your enterprise. But if,
like most, efforts to curb the problem have stalled and, ultimately, failed, you need to understand why existing strategies are
often ineffective and don’t prevent dangerous driving behaviors. The answer lies in an unlikely arena: psychology.
The truth is, a distracted-driving option that only monitors and doesn’t fully help drivers change their behavior will never
provide a full, lasting solution. All of us, including your employees and drivers, have a technology addiction to our devices.
Studies have proven that we “reach for” and “look at” our mobile device an average of 63 times a day — and this action
doesn’t stop while we are driving.
This proven fact is a major reason distracted driving accidents continue to grow each year, and is why new app technology
that reaches drivers at the point of distraction — their devices — is proactive and reinforces safe-driving behaviors. The best
way to help drivers practice safe behavior behind the wheel is to help them curb their technology addiction by preventing
mobile device distractions from occurring in the first place and reward them along the way as they adopt safer behaviors.

WHY CAN’T WE JUST
PUT DOWN OUR PHONES?
First, let’s take a look at why we’re so attached to technology that we’re
willing to put ourselves — and others — at risk.
The dopamine rush we experience when we receive a “ping” from
a text or social media site makes it hard for us to deny ourselves
checking our devices, including while behind the wheel. (Just think
about the last time you were at a stoplight and got a ping from an
incoming text — did you look?)
Even when we know that looking at our phone is unsafe or that the
practice is becoming overly habitual, we struggle to make a change. 58%
of smartphone users in a survey reported trying to limit their smartphone
use — only 41% of those users succeeded.
In our constantly plugged-in world, we often experience a fear of missing
out (FOMO) when we are unable to look at our devices. FOMO can be
so powerful that we look at our phones in almost every situation: while
with friends and family, during work, and even as we’re consuming other
media on our many screens.
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But FOMO is perhaps most pronounced when we are by ourselves
for extended periods of time. This is a major factor for fleet drivers
who are sometimes on the road for extended periods, driving for
multiple hours at a time on their own. In these moments, the desire
to stay in touch may overwhelm a driver’s logic and cause them to
check their devices.
Furthermore, because of the convenience and speed of modern
communication, many people feel pressure to respond to calls, texts,
and emails immediately. That pressure can be amplified when the
person reaching out is a supervisor; polls have shown that more than
40% of people feel pressure to respond to messages from their boss
while they are driving.
To ensure compliance with your fleet’s cell phone policy, you need
the right suite of tools in place to move from reactive to proactive
when it comes to distracted driving.

CAN’T I JUST MONITOR DRIVER
BEHAVIOR AND PUNISH DISTRACTED
DRIVING IF IT OCCURS?
Because of the prevalence of distracted driving, it is
unfortunately likely that one or more of your fleet’s
drivers will engage in this dangerous behavior without
preventative measures in place. In the name of safety,
some fleets have been implementing solutions like incab cameras that allow management to review footage
in the case of an accident and hold drivers responsible if
they were using a device improperly.
However, cameras can only tell fleet managers what
happened — they do not prevent distracted-driving
accidents caused by drivers’ unsafe use of their mobile
devices while behind the wheel. Even if there is a
camera watching our every move, we will reach for our
mobile device to check in.
The installed camera reveals drivers are indeed using
their devices while driving, and video evidence begins
piling up. Once a fleet has video evidence of a driver

using their mobile device while driving they must take
punitive action, which is typically termination. This leads
to a higher driver turnover, additional recruiting and
training costs, and lost productivity.
If the fleet does nothing to address the driver’s dangerous
behavior and the driver eventually causes an accident, the
ensuing lawsuit could uncover the fact that the fleet had
evidence of a distracted-driving problem but did nothing
to curb the driver’s behavior. In these cases, juries tend to
deliver nuclear verdicts, causing the fleet and its insurer to
pay out extreme amounts of settlement money.
In order to help drivers improve their behavior and reduce
safety policy infractions, fleets need a solution to address
the root cause of the issue: technology addiction. The
technology addiction drivers are dealing with can be
addressed by a preventative app but cannot be by cameras.
Some in-cab camera technology can detect whether a
driver is engaged in various dangerous or distracted
driving behaviors. However, even if the camera
detects these behaviors, the driver is still not
prevented from engaging in them or even from using
the mobile device.
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SO WHAT CAN I DO TO PROTECT MY DRIVERS,
MY FLEET, AND EVERYONE ELSE ON THE ROAD?
As mentioned above, drivers want to stay in touch while on the road. Policies that require drivers to eliminate all phone
calls, not listen to podcasts or use needed apps, such as navigation apps, can feel too limiting. Without addressing the
technology addiction that we all, including fleet drivers, have, policies will often fall short in actually changing driver
behavior for good.
Policies that include practices and tools with the ability to prevent texting, watching videos and using distracting apps
while also giving some drivers the option to use navigation apps and make calls — such as Bluetooth/hands-free calling
— can be better received. The most effective offers on the market currently are distracted-driving prevention apps and
associated monitoring dashboards for managers to stay on top of what’s happening on the road.
Additionally, research has shown that gamified rewards programs can boost employee engagement and satisfaction.
These rewards, furthermore, are great at encouraging employees to align their behavior with company values and
policies, including those related to safety. Surveys have revealed that the rewards employees prefer the most include
a bonus, time off of work, or a prepaid/gift card, yet few employees receive these rewards or are recognized by their
companies for good work and behavior.
Motion Intelligence has developed a distracted-driving
prevention app, the Evvy App. Evvy uses an associated
signaling device and cloud-based dashboard to manage
mobile device policies in fleet vehicles. When a vehicle
begins moving, Evvy detects this motion and activates
safe driving mode. It also has patent-pending rogue device
detection capabilities to detect and report rogue devices in
the vehicle, such as the driver’s unauthorized personal cell
phone, which could pose a distraction while driving. The
app has a built-in, foolproof system that prevents drivers’
attempts to compromise it. The app’s monitoring and
reporting dashboard, MotionIQ Evvy Manager Dashboard,
even includes dynamic, real-time alerts and “rogue”
reporting that provide full visibility to fleet managers.
With the Motion Intelligence Evvy App, fleet managers
can enable one-touch calls for drivers, so they can stay
connected with loved ones, fleet management, and,
crucially, emergency services. Furthermore, you don’t need
to get rid of existing safety policies or technology if you
adopt the Motion Intelligence solution. We are heartened
that companies are continuing to find ways to address
distracted driving, including through the use of cameras
with enhanced detection features — we need all solutions
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on the table to address the deadly, costly problem
of distracted driving. Cameras, especially those with
distracted driving detection, are complementary tools for
driver-safety apps. (In fact, 50% of Motion Intelligence’s
customers were using cameras before reaching out to
find a more lasting, effective solution!) Combined, these
tools can effectively monitor device use and manage
driver behavior, stopping the technology addiction cycle
and training drivers how best to engage safely with
technology while behind the wheel.
Rather than settling for a purely preventative solution,
Motion Intelligence and Cambridge Mobile Telematics —
the leading telematics and driving behavior experts and
software providers — have partnered up to create the Evvy
Scoring and Rewards Program. This driver incentivization

program offers the best-in-class, AI-driven measurement of
the key driving behaviors that are indicative of accident risk
caused by mobile device distractions.
Through the feature, drivers will be given a score
for adhering to safe driving practices and avoiding
dangerous behaviors. Fleet management teams can use
this score to encourage friendly competition between
drivers and can reward drivers with incentives (like gift
cards) when they reach a certain score or have a certain
number of perfect driving days in a row. By adding this
gamification and incentivization to the platform’s existing
behavior-improving software, Evvy can now provide
motivational hooks in a game-like setting to strengthen
engagement and repeat usage, turning the psychology of
technology addiction on its head.

If you want to learn more about how the
Motion Intelligence solution works, please
reach out to our CRO C.J. Meurell at
cjmeurell@motionintelligence.com

